BREAKOUT
LEARNING FROM JONAH FOR LIFE AFTER LOCKDOWN

Jonah Week 2 || Further thoughts, questions for
reflection and suggestions for action
The story of Jonah tells us that God is undisputedly in control of all creation. But
we know that God gave Jonah – and us freedom and choice.
How do you understand the interplay between our freedom and God’s plans?
How far does this freedom mean we have power to thwart God’s plans?
This story also tells us that God’s love and mercy extends to all people. It is not
confined to God’s own people, who already acknowledge and try to follow God.
Jonah didn’t like this at all ! Nineveh was the capital of Babylon, the nation who
had inflicted great suffering on Jonah’s people, the Israelites, in the past including taking thousands into exile. Jonah had good reason to hate the people of
Nineveh. And he certainly did not want them to experience God’s love and mercy.
(See Chapter 4, verse 2)
How do we feel / respond to the thought that God’s love and mercy extends to
people who may have hurt us? Or whom we dislike? Or regard as wicked?

God’s plans are not thwarted by people - or by fish! Rather than think of ‘Jonah’s
fish’ as a monster, ready to enjoy a tasty snack, think of God in control of creation
and the situation. This fish was part of God’s plan of rescue – rescue for Jonah and
for the people of Nineveh. Without the fish, Jonah would have drowned and the
people of Nineveh would not have turned to God. But at precisely the right
moment, as Jonah hits the water, God ensures that he is kept safe.
God’s (rescue) plans so often appear in the form of things we would rather did
not happen. What do we make of this? How do we respond?
So, although no doubt in unbelievably unpleasant circumstances, God gives Jonah
the gifts of time and space to engage with God. Through lockdown, unbelievably
difficult for so many, God has given us these same gifts.
How have we engaged with God over the last couple of months?
But all Jonah knows at this moment is panic. He is going to die! The only thing he
can do now is pray!
Have events or circumstances ever driven us to prayer as the last resort? What
does this tell us about how we view / understand prayer? Is this ‘last resort’
attitude the way God wants us to feel about spending time speaking and listening
to God?
Further reading
There are many passages about prayer in the New Testament. Look at what Paul
has to say in Philippians 4:4-6 But start with Matthew 6:5-15, and Jesus ‘template’
for prayer: praise to God for who God is, asking God for the things you need: asking
for forgiveness and deliverance from all that would harm you.
Prayer
If you are in crisis, do as Jonah did and cry out to God from your heart – exactly
what is the matter, how you are feeling and what you need from God. Then
breathe! God has this! Next, (and start here if you are not in crisis), take this
template, remember who God is and praise God for being God; ask calmly for the
things you and others need, ask for forgiveness and mercy…. Know God has heard
you … …And pray again… and again… and again.

